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High Court Lights Up a Glorious
Fourth for Revi.sionists at Home,
As Foreign Governments Sweat
and Wiesel Whines at Rising
Revisionist Cyber-Tide
It was a pre--Fourth of July gift for Americans, and for
Holocaust revisionism-hungry folks around the world On

June 26, the Supreme Court of the United States shuck
down President Bill Clinton's and the Republicancontrolled Congress's Communications Decency Act
(CDA). In its landmark decision, the nation's highest court
ruled that the law violated Americans' First Amendment
rights. (We at CODOH can't help but contrast the
favorable impact of this year's court decision with last
Il .IM" Inrht.

MI~lnndt In'",nlll , . . .'"

year's July 4 sneak-attack black-out of our Website by its
server, thanks to the machinations of its district manager,
Holocaust f(lnatie Ride Horowitz.)
No one has more I'f'Alson to rejoice at the court's
decision than revisionists-not just here in America, but
abroad, for in many of the countries most afflicted by the
Holocaust dogma, there is at present no other practical,
legal method of accessing infounation-hard,
uncompromising scholarly fact-that challenges the statesanctioned lies of the extel minationists than by the
Internet.
There is little question that revisionism via the
Internet is
. to make inroads here and abroad
These inroads are difficult to quantify, other than in the
increasing but not entirely satisfactory "hit counts"
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The leading German-language revisionist quarterly VU!11eljahreshefte fuer freie Geschichtsforschung (Quarterly for
Free Historical Research) used a reproduction of the home page of CODOHWeb, CODOH's site on the World Wule
Web, as it appears on computer screens of revisionists around the world, to iUustrate the cover of its second issue,
themed "War in Cyberspace Revisionism on the Internet: The Censors' War against the Electronic Revolution."
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COOOHWeb on the
Internet, reinvigorate the
Campus Project, and
upgrade Smith's Report
to where it compares
with any revisionist
publication of its kind
that has ever appeared in
print, and excels most.
Revisionism isn't a
business. I have no
Bradley Smith
salary and no regular
income. I knew it wasn't
a business before I got into it but I got
NOTEBOOK
! Lfl.to it anyway. I know of only three
people in the world who make a living
Y 00 may have noticed that this
at revisionism--and they 're on notice.
issue of Smith 's Report is late. If I
If anyone out there knows how to
were a sober, practical professional I
make revisionism a business, I'm all
wouldn't let on why. But mine is an
ears.
unfailingly amateur personality SO I'm
Putting aside my personal
going to spill the beans. I'm over my
financial mess, the good news is that
head in expenses and debt and I'm
it will have no effect whatever on
moving to Rosarito-as in Mexico-a
COOOHWeb. Our Internet server will
beach town 20 miles south of the
remain in Orange County where it is
border in Baja California. We have
now. It doesn't matter where I live.
been thinking about it for 10 years. By
Richard Widmann and David Thomas
the time you have this in your hands
will continue to do the lion's share of
we'll be there. I think it's going to
the work on the site, and
prove to be a blessing.
COOOHWeb will continue to grow,
I'll have a house to live in that's
as we noted in SR44, as an
rent-free, a relatively spacious office
encyclopedic source of new revisionist
to work: in after working for nine
research and scholarship. I could be
years in our dining room and garage,
shot by a Mexican border agent on my
a USPO mail box in San Ysidro on
way to Rosarito and COOOHWeb,
the U.S. side of the border, and a
structured as it is, would just keep
cross-border postal delivery service
sailing on through the cosmos in the
every 24 noun.. I' il ha"e two
best of hands.
telephone lines into the house and a
Smith 's Report will not be affected
Stateside telephone answering service. by the move. SR is the instrument I
My expenses will drop (very)
use to infonn you of what I am doing
significantly, ifmy calculations are
(together with a growing number of
anywhere at all in the ball park:, so I
volunteers) to encourage open debate
will go no further into debt, and I'll
on the Holocaust controversy. I have
be able to spend less time juggling
corralled top editorial belp for Sa,
five and ten dollars from one place to
and none of these individuals have
another and more time on the work I
ever lived here in Visaila or any other
have before me.
place where we could meet face to
Every month for close to three
face. With regard to the work it
years I have gone deeper into debt.
doesn't make any difference whatever
It's been a real bother. It's nicely
to any of us that I am going to be in
ironic that soon after I lost my two
Mexico. We are working now with
major supporters and began building
people all over the globe. It costs next
my debt, I was able to establish
to nothing to communicate using e,.
•
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mail. It costs next to nothing to
produce SR using e-mail. It's a
miracle of modern technology. Five
years ago it would have been
impossible for me to operate in this
manner. Five years ago there was no
Internet "Web;' to speak of. Five years
ago I would have been a dead duck
The Campus Project will not be
affected by my being in Mexico. I' ll
be a half·hour from the border. It's a
45-minute drive from Rosarito to San
Diego. I can manage the Project using
e-mail, fax and the postal service next
acviemic ye<lr
as I did last and the
•
years before that. I can run the
Project; we' ll have to see if I can
raise the money to run it well. But-

and my apologies--I am going to have
to refuse to go any further into debt.
The first week in May I
understood I had to change the course
my expenses were taking. I could
either decide to move or I could wait
and hope for the best. If the best
happened I could stay where I am, but
if something less happened we, all of
us, would be out on the street,
literally, maybe as early as September.
It was suddenly an easy decision to
make. When you have no choice, it's
easy. When you have a choice you can
go back and forth. Once you know
there 's no choice you do what's
necessary.
There's always a catastrophe
looming in the background when
you're in revisionism, unless you are
not very much in it. People used to
ask me why I got into revisionism in
the first place. I didn't know why I
got into it. I used to say it was just
poor judgement I thought I had
decided to become a professional
writer but then, in 1979, I read Robert
Faurisson's article for Le Monde ,
"Auschwitz: The Problem of the Gas
Chambers." It had taken me years to
come to the decision to become a
professional writer, but it took only 20
minutes to become a revisionist. Now,
as people discover that once again I
seem to be in extremis, I am being
asked why I don 't get out of

.,
•
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revisionism. I don't know that either.
I don 't know why I got in, don 't know
why I'm not getting out. It doesn't
even cross my mind to get out. In 18
years it would appear I haven't
learned anything.
I've learned that revisionism is
somehow worth the bother to me.

Page 3

,

Somehow. I did it yesterday, I'm
doing it today, I expect to do it
tomorrow. My sense of things, still, is
that revisionism is at the pivot point
of the intellectual life of Western
culture, and that it will remain so on
into the next millennium. My
immediate concern is that I get rid of
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the useless burdens that interfere with
my effectiveness as a writer, obstruct
my imagination, and undermine what
should be a fun-filled life.

Continued from page one

well as Persson's equally predictable promise to beef up
Holocaust indoctrination in the schools, made the wire
(records of site visits) being registered by COOOHWeb
services here in America, its revealing after math didn 't.
(see Richard Widmann's "Internet Round-up," in SR42
On June 15, the day after the prime minister's speech,
and the lead story,
Sweden's small but wr
"Lipstadt Unleashed.... "
from insignificant
Holocaust
in SR43) and by such
lobby opened a media
sister sites (linked to
COOOHWeb) as Ernst
offensive against Radio
Zuendel's site (which
Islam, ex-Moroccan
COOOHWebis
army officer Ahmed
"mirroring," or
Rami's Islatnist, antiCommittee For Open Debate on the Holocaust
copying, in the even
Zionist and Holocaust
Bradley R. Smith, Director
that the legal
revisionist radio
Richard Widmann, Editor David Thomas, Web Master
program, and against
proceedings currently
Rami
's
site
on
the Web:
underway against Ernst
The purpose of this site is to promote intellectual freedom
WWW. http://
in Canada force him to
with regard to this one historical event, which in tum will
flashback. seI-rislarn],
close down his
promote
intellectual
freedom
toward
all
historical
events
(thus
also known as Radio
America-based site
all other issues). We have chosen to concentlate on the gas
Islam and linked, by one
[http://www .websom.
chamber stories and war crimes trials because they are
click of a computer
com/ezuendel»).
emblematic of the allegedly lInique monstrosity of the
There are more
mOllse, to COOOHWeb.
indirect indicators of
Just one week after
Germans before and during World War II. We believe it
revisionism's impact
the prime minister's
deeply vulgar to spend half a century condenming others for
over the Internet,
official outrage over the
their violence and brutality when we have not yet learned to
however. A recent
findings
of
the
opinion
condemn our own, or even recognize it. We want to help
survey of teenage
poll, Sweden's attorney
civilire Americans. We're not (R;nnans and we're not Jews
middb:-school students
general initiated legal
(well, some of us are) and we are not focused on how naughty
proceedings against
in Sweeden, conducted
they were or wele not. We' re focused on American culture,
by the University of
Rami 's Website. Like it
on the American ideal that liberty has the power to wash a
Stockholm and the
or not-and we don'tpeople clean and that there is no liberty without intellectual
we can't help but note
Crime Prevention
freedom.
that Swedish officialdom
Conncil (!), found that a
(ably hectored along by
good 30 percent of the
youths questioned have
such stalwarts as Jakob
Above is the first text you read when you click on the
doubts about whether
Ringart, head of The
HomePage of CODOHWeb. Scrolling down the screen a
Association of Survivors
the Holocaust is a
few inches takes the viewer to the CODOHWebsite index
of the Holocaust) went
historical fact (reported
pictured on page one of this issue ofSR.
in the Hackensack, NJ
right to the source of
Record, June 14, 1997).
what it considered the
chief culprit in the growing disaffection of Swedish
While this story, which included a predictable
schoolkids with the Holocaust cult. (More than a few of
lamentation from Swedish prime minister Goeran
these bright, intellectually independent young people--a
Persson("This is, naturally, an appalling warning sign") as
high proportion of whom can read English-undoubtedly

Welcome to the CODOH
HomePage

•
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made their way-just one click, remember?--from Radio
Islam 's Web site to COOOHWeb with its vast array of
revisionist scholarship, news, commentary etc.)
In Germany, the censors who operate the government
know what's at stake. On July 4, Ge1lilany's leaders issued
a declaration, not of independence, but of servitude, as the
upper house of the German legislature passed the first law
to control "cyberspace," to take effect on August 1. As with
their long-standing efforts to control traditional print
material, they've camouflaged themselves behind a
concern with fighting "smut" directed at juveniles so they
can disaml conservative sensibilities-while making their
main concern revisionist and nationalist literature.
Besides Western Europe, the virus of suppressing
reyjsiomst idp 2" O!1 the InteT.et has :"ow spread to
Australia, where Fredrick Toben's Adelaide Institute
Website [http://www.adam. com.au/-fredadin/adins.html)
has had a complaint brought against it before the so-called
Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission by the
Executive Council of Australian Je,,'l)'.
Elie Wiesel focuses on danger of Internet. In a recent
interview, super-survivor, Nobel laureate and selfproclaimed huntan cannonball (see SR 42, "Elie Wiesel:
Sometimes the Truth Is an Accident") Wiesel unbosomed
bimselfto The Jerusalem Post on the "deniers" (that's us,
folks). As paraphrased by the Post, Elie said this regarding
the chief avenue of attack along which revisionism is
storming against frauds like himsetftoday:

The real problem with the deniers, Wiesel says, is
the Internet, and how it's used to spread lies and hate,
especially to young people. He proposes a closedmeeting with the best legal minds, as well as
philosophers, to discuss the issue of free speech, and
what should be done. "Of all things, this is the most
important. "
These sentiments, published in the JP International
Edition for the week ending May 24, 1997, don't exactly
fill our hearts and minds with blithe anticipation. Why
behind closed doors? And haven't our philosophers and
best legal minds been discussing "the issue offiee speech"
for two and a half millennia? For our tastes "what should
be done" echoes too much of Lenin for peace of mind
We prefer the U.S. Supreme Court, for all its lapses,
and the First Amendment, whatever its shortcomings, to
Wiesel's proposed anti-revisionist cyber-starchamber. And
we note that neither of the two Jewish justices, Breyer or
Ginsburg, by finding the CDA an unconstitutional
infringement on free speech, seemed inclined to go along
with Wiesel's likely prescription for "what should be done"
about free speech for Internet revisionists.
Of course, there's a method to Wiesel's madness, and
the mock-philosophical ruminations and rationales of this
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two-penny Torquemada are being translated into action at
this moment by police agencies around the planet. But it
must not be forgotten that they're acting because their
bosses feel they must: that all the media brainwashing, the
mandated Holocaust "education," the supervised tours of
Auschwitz and Belsen, are failing, simply failing, before
the onslaught of the facts, as heroically uncovered and
intrepidity advanced by men and women such as Robert
Faurisson, Gerillar Rudolf, Arthur Butz, David Irving,
Ingrid Weckert and their like.
Thanks to the First Amendment to our Constitution,
and to the independence from royal and parliamentary
infringement on our rights which the founders of our
nation proclaimed and fought for over 200 years ago, the
C{'mmittee for Open Debate of the Hol<Y'...aust, through
COOOHWeb, remains free of governmental meddling.
Today, COOOHWeb offers the questioning and questing
youth of Sweden, of Germany, of France, of Australia-in
the native languages of all those countries-no less than to
college kids in America, an arsenal of fact, news and
commentary on what really happened in those
concentration camps 50 plus years ago, and why the truth
about it and the freedom to debate it is so important today.
Napoleon said that victory goes to the big battalions.
While revisionists are small in number, an awful lot of
them are big in mind and big in heart. Thanks to them,
with your continued help to carry on the fight, with the
seed of doubt we've helped plant already growing in the
minds of our most inquisitive young people, victory--while
not yet perhaps in sight-becomes conceivable.

LYLE STUART "BARRICADES"
REVISIONIST MANUSCRIPTS
I recently had occasion to read an article sent me from
the Hoboken Record (2 February 97) titled "House of
Stuart." It gave the background to the publishing history of
Lyle Stuart, who is perhaps the most independent and
controversial mainstream book publisher in the United
States. He specializes in publishing books that challenge
orthodox American culture, including The Anarchist
Cookbook, the exposes of the CIA by Philip Agee, and
most recently The Tumer Diaries. His latest publishing
house is called
.
.
The Tumer Diaries of course is the revolutionary
racialist diatribe written by William Pierce of The National
Alliance and is said to have helped influence Tim
McVeigh to bomb the Oklahoma City federal building, if
he bombed it. Reading the Hoboken Record article I was so
carried away with Mr. Stuart's credentials and courage that
I decided to send him the opening section of the book
manuscript I've been working on, which used to be titled
Break His Bones but which now I'm calling A Simple
Writer (I have my reasons).
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It occured to me that if Lyle Stuart won't publish me,
no main line publisher of any note will publish me. I might
as well get over it. On 6 June I received a page and a half
letter from Mr. Stuart rejecting the mere idea of publishing
any Holocaust revisionist work, and particularly mine. I
was so pleased that this daring and independent publisher
would take the trouble to that at first I failed to see how
interesting the letter really is .
Stuart dismisses me as a "misguided" fellow and notes
that he has never met anyone in the Ger lIlan government ...
who denies the existence of the gas chambers ... " Recalling
the adventures of Germar Rudolf, William Staeglich, Fred
Leuchter, Hans Schmidt and a score of others who have the
misfortune to be Gelman in this day and age, or simply to
have passed through that benighted land, I can easily
accept Stuart's experience on this matter. What it would
mean for a high*ranking or well*known Gelman to tell a
Jewish*American publisher that there were no gas
chambers at Auschwitz?
In his letter Stuart writes: "Where I differ from the
Jewish holocaust professionals is that they speak of only
6,000,000 Jews. The fact is that some fourteen to eighteen
million gypsies, homosexuals, Jews, Catholic priests and
nuns and political prisoners were murdered by starvation
and disease or were cooked in the camp ovens."
He does not say the whole 14 to 16 million were
"cooked" in the camp ovens, so in all likelihood we have
here a man of reasoned restraint. Maybe only a million, or
even half a million nuns and priests and gay ladies and

gents and others were broiled and roasted in the camp
ovens. Nevertheless, this lends more credibility to the
Hansel and Gretel syndrome than I have imagined I would
ever hear, and suggests that the German propensity for
cooking those who annoy them was already well developed
by the end of the 18th century.
You can judge bow evolved we are becoming as a
people when you compare the unsavory (no pun intended)
but powerful imagery of Lyle Stuart's imagination with
that of the simple, almost simple*min.ded, Sinclair Lewis of
three··quarters of a century ago (see: Letters, Lou Rollins).
Stuart was particularly enthusiastic about Claude
I .anzmann's Shoah, so I sent him my Confessions of a
Holocaust Revisionist, which has a chapter devoted to a
key segment of the film, that of Abraham Bomba, the
barber of Treblinka. I don't think it will do the trick Lyle
Stuart is a man who is ready and willing to challenge
anything and everything~xcept one thing.
Stuart can publish a book that proposes the mass
murder of millions of people based on a racial ideology he
loathes because he knows that while such a book is a great
scandal for the media, no one in his circle will take it
seriously. Revisionism is something else again. His circle
takes revisionism very seriously. There's something about
Revisionist theory that makes these very sophisticated
people nervous, particlllarly when it is advanced by
someone like myself who likes these people and has lived a
good part of his life among them.

David Irving takes a novel swing
at Der Spiegel: a fine scandal is
about to break in Germany

right]) is indistinguishable in design, typography and style
from a typical story in Gelillany's leading news
magazine only the story's different from the usual fare: it
tells the truth! This is one parody that will have Gelman
officials "chewing the carpet" and media kingpins from
Spiegel publisher Rudolf Augstein on do~n-paging their
lawyers and hailing Germany's busy idea police. But, as a
diagonal little subhead on the "cover" announces: "Not a
forgery. Only a reconstruction" (Keine Faelschung. Nur
eine Rekonstruktion). Funny, that's now the official line on
the gas chamber at Allschwitz*!...
[SR readers can obtain a copy of this German*
language account ofIrving's fight for truth on the
Auschwitz gas chamber, and how he and other
revisionists have forced Auschwitz authorities one
damaging concession after another, by sending us a
one-dollar bill.]

[We received David Irving's Der Spiegel
brochure (see below) just before we were to go to print
with this issue of sa He sent along a disk version, so
it will go on CODOHWeb very shortly. We think the
brochure will create a great scandal behind the
scenes. "Meanwhile," Irving writes, "I am spending
the next four weeks putting the final polishing touches
to volume n of my Churchill's War biography."
The "brochure" just published by David Irving is a
simulated Der Spiegel cover story detailing Irving's
persecution, by Ger lIlan authorities, and vindication, by the
present custodians of the Auschwitz myth, for his claim
that the alleged gas chamber in Auschwitz*I is a postwar
fake. Done with the British historian's usual flair and
attention to verisimilitude, the story ( "Der
ruinierte 'Historiker hat Recht' [The "ruined" historian is
•

••
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W orldscope on revisionism and
revisionists.

with establishment efforts at ingratiating itself with New
York., Brussels and Jemsalem threaten the real Germany's
mind and soul. (Hutten-Verlag, 25884 Vioel/

It looks as if the eternally embattled Ernst
Zuendel has scored a partial victory by eliminating the

Nordfriesland, Germany.))

•

Canadian Human Rights Commission as a co-prosecutor in
the Canadian "human rights" hearing to deprive him of
flee speech via his American-based Website. Meanwhile,
an even bigger bombshell, if you 'll pardon the expression,
is shaping up around the indictment of two shadowy
Marxist and "animal-rights" activists in the 1995 attempt
to murder Zuendel with a pipe bomb. The arrest wallant,
as yet unserved, links the two would-be assassins to Jewish
benefactors, anti-revisionist "activists" in the Toronto area.
More as this storv
develops ...

-

•

•

The second issue of Vi erteljahreshefte foer freie
Geschichtsforschung (Quarterly for Free Historical
Research), from the cover of which we have taken the
illustration on the front page of this issue of SR, includes
articles by such revisionist kingpins as Robert Faurisson,
Carlo Mattogno, editor Gelmar Rudolf and COOOH
associate Richard Widmann. The Gel man-language
review, published in Flanders (Stiftung VHO, Postbus 60,
B-2600 Berchem 2, Belgien [Flandern]) is now quite
possibly the world's
leading revisionist

Books for a "New Age" Library
on the Holocaust Controversy

journal.

In another
• Sieipnir, a
Canadian "human
highly intelligent
rights" commission
revisionist and
Will these New-Age books on the Holocaust controversy affect the thinking
effort to punish and
"nationalist"
of our Old-Age scholars and media intellectuals? We' ll have to wait and see,
muzzle free expresmagazine published
sion on the Holocaust
in Berlin by the
• The Gas Chambers of the Gods
controversy, the trial
Verlag der
•
Denying
the
Truth:
Holocaust
Fundamentalism
for
the
of Doug Collins and
Freunde, is out
the North Shore News New Age
again (the previous
(North Vancouver,
• The Gerstein Prophecy
issue was seized by
British Columbia) for
• The Shroud of Zyklon: Legend or Pious Fraud?
German police for
(retrospectively)
"denigrating" this
•
Hermetic
Teachings
of
the
Gas
Chambers:
Charging
writing and
that [unspecified
or
Your Body with Zyclon Crystals
publishing an
in the warrant]
allegedly sacrilegious
symbol of state
column of the movie Schindler 's List, concluded at the end
patriotism). The latest issue contains BracDey Smith's
of June. Rights commissar Nitya Iyer, acting as a onehard-hitting confrontation with America's professional
woman tribunal, will now decide whether the offending
Jewish Holocaustomaniacs (SR #32, May 19%) which we
column infringed Jews' sensibilities and what penalties, if
hope is not grounds for another police raid and seizure
any, should be imposed on the paper and its columnist.
(Sleipnir, Verlag der Freunde, Postfach 350211, 10211
• Nowhere has suppression of Holocaust
revisionism scholarly or otherwise been as systematic
as in Germany. At last there 's a systematic, scholarly and
passionate German answer and challenge to official
obscurantism, in the fOim of the massive Unterdrueckung
und Verfolgung Deutscher Patrioten: Gesinnungsdiktatur
in Deutschland? (Suppression and Persecution of
Gel'man Patriots: Dictatorship of Opinion in
Gel many?), a 657-page collection of dozens of articles on

every aspect--Iegal, philosophical, intellectual, historical-of Germany' s latter-day dictatorship of opinion regarding
the Holocaust, by dozens of authors from Ph.D.'s (Alfred
Schickel, Ernst Topitsch, Rolf Kosiek., Hans Nawratil) to
legal experts (Juergen Rieger) to activists (Manfred
Roeder). Everything you wanted know about suppression
of free speech on the Holocaust and on the national
question in Gennany, and how its increasing tempo in line

Berlin).
Down in the Antipodes, freewheeling Aussie
philosopher and revisionist Fredrick Toben (see SR 43 ,
•

May 1997, "Internet Roundup") is, as noted in the cover
story of this issue, being brought up on charges by
Australia's Human Rights (bah!) and Equal Opportunity
Commission for publishing "malicious anti-Jewish
propaganda" on the Website of his Adelaide Institute. To
wit, the AI: "denies the existence of the Holocaust, blames
Jewish people for the actions of Stalin and threatens
violence against Jewish people." The hearing begins
September 29. Adelaide Institute, POBox 3300, Norwood
5067, Australia,
• The COOOH conspiracy (who said we don't
believe in ' em?) to spread the revisionist word through the
writings ofBradJey Smith advances with publication of
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Brad' s article, "The Holocaust Controversy: The Case for
Open Debate" in issue #2 of the alternative quarterly The
Hoover Hog: A Review ofDangerous Ideas, 621 Kings
Row, Charleston, WV 25314.

elsewhere, and help CODOH carry forward its struggle, by
contributing $14 (or more) for this 73-page print-out.

• How does a Holocaust true believer run afoul of the
keepers of the flame of Holocaustomania? When he dares
expose a Jewish-led "holocaust" of Germans. That's what
Jewish author John Sack did, in his account of the postwar
camps in Communist-occupied parts of the Reich An Eye
for an Eye, where hundreds of thousands of Germans died.
Re one commandant, the Polish Jewess Lola Potak, Sack
POints
out:
"The
truth
was
that
the
Germans
in
Lola's
prison were worse off than Lola had been at Auschwitz .. ."
Sack' s scheduled address to the US Holocaust Memorial
Museum last Febmary was canceled at the last minute by
the museum's director. The June/July issue of The
Washington Report on Middle East Affairs, recently
commended in SR for its fairness in printing letters from
revisionists on the Holocaust, has done a very creditable
write-up on the Sack affair, including the orchestrated
ignoring or trashing of An Eye for an Eye by the press.

Robert Faurisson. Because of my press release of 19
April 1996 (See p. 4-5 of "An Assessment of the
Garaudy/Abbe Pierre Affair," January-October 1996) I
was immediately indicted. For many reasons, my trial was
twice postponed. It will start on 25 September in Paris. The
presiding judge said to my lawyer, Eric Delcroix, that it
would not last more than 3 hours (for me and for the
Jewish lawyer[s] plus for the prosecutor and for my
lawyer). As usual, I will be found guilty and sentenced,
probably 4 weeks later.
Un 8,9, and 15 Jan1..aty 1998, Pierre GuiHaume
(publisher) and Roger Garaudy (author) will have 3 long
afternoons for their own trial. R Garaudy is now behaving
in an even more cowardly way than I expected. In the
Italian newspaper A wenire (19 November 1996), he went
so far as to sav that he could not have denied the existence
of extennination camps since, arrested on 14 September
1940. he had spent 33 months in such a camp! Abbe Pierre
has lost all dignity: he keeps on apologizing and saying he
was absolutely \\70ng: "1 had not read the book!"
In France (58 million inhabitants), only 3 people have
1) said 2) and repeated 3) publicly that there were no gas
chambers and no genocide: Robert Faurisson (68),
Vincent Reynonard (28) and Roger-Guy Dommergue
(75?): the last one, being a Jew, has never been sued.

Revisionism on the Internet
As featured on CODOHWeb

LETTERS

•

Revisionism on the Intemet-This handsome, durable,
spiral-bound "journal" presents a cross-section of the
materials that are making COOOHWeb a world-wide force
for the truth that underlies history's; greatest taboo. As
described in the previous issue of SR, Revisionism on the
Internet contains exiled German chemist Gerlllar Rudolf's
Paul V: (Australia): It takes a lot of guts to do what
analysis of Gerlll3n Establishment scholar W.A Benz's
you are doing. 1 have been to all the concentration camps
efforts to re-establish the six million figure in the face of
. in Europe and spent many days in Auschwitz. Nowhere did
the revisionists assault-Rudolf's findings, the most up-toI find any evidence to support the ExterIIlinatiorust
date on the question, are worth the price of this booklet.
story ...just the opposite. Given the choice between working
But there's more: Brad Smith's hitherto unpublished
in a prisoner detail at Auschwitz with up to 1700 calories
meditation :>':1 revisionism, meR, raciali"m and fatherhood,
food per day with no bombers and reguiar work-OR
"The Natural Order of Things"; renowned German novelist .. .being a German soldier on the Eastern Front with mines,
Hans Grimm's 1950 survey of Allied policy
bombs, bullets, Partisans, and all the locals would be no
pronouncements, "Germany Must Be Destroyed"; the texts
contest for me I'd have taken my chances in Auschwitz.
of four long-submerged official documents of
Thanks for doing what you are doing. You 're a Hero.
"inconvenient history": from Hitler's covert agreement
Pshaw.
with the Zionists (Ha'avara), the real "final solution"
(Rademacher letter), Dwight Eisenhower's horrific
Lou Rollins: I've been reading It Can 't Happen Here
estimate of impending German casualties due to the Allies'
by Sinclair Lewis. As you may know, it's a novel depicting
postwar expulsions (Eisenhower telegram), etc.--as well as
a Nazi-like dictatorship established in America in 1937
reviews of the latest biography ofRudolfHoess (Steven
(first published in 1935). I thought you'd be interested to
Pakuly's Death Dealer) and a book on executions in
know that among the many atrocities perpetrated by the
America (Stephen Trombley's The Execution Protocols) by dictator's henchmen was a gassing ofJews! Here' s the
COOOHWeb co-Webmaster Richard Widmann.
relevant paragraph:
Share in the excitement that Swedish schoolkids,
"In Rhode Island, the door of a small orthodox
German patriots and other visitors to COOOHWeb from
synagogue in a basement was locked from the outside after
around the world are experiencing in the liberating
thin glass containers of carbon monoxide had been thrown
encounter with truths that are withheld from them
in. The windows had been nailed shut, and anyway, the
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in. The windows had been nailed shut, and anyway, the
nineteen men in the congregation did not smell the gas
until too late. They were all found slumped to the floor,
beards sticking up. They were allover sixty. " (Signet
paperback., 1970, pp. 232.)
I like the "beards sticking up" detail. A good
second-level writer working at top fonn.
Will Shake-Spear: [The Holocaust is] but a walking
shadow, a poor player That struts and frets [its] hour upon
the stage And then is heard no more. It is a tale Told by an
idiot, full of sound and fury Signifying nothing.

Congratulations, Sir: A great career awaits you!
Tutta Arnold: I am a 70-year old woman, fled from
East GeIlllany in December 1945. My heart-felt thanks to
you and others like you. The mental agony suffered all
these years has been almost unbearable. God bless you!
Sverker Odesjo (Sweden) More of your like is
needed!
Anonymous. When I get "Business Reply Mail"
envelopes bearing the notation "No postage necessary if
mailed in the United States," I simply enclose a copy of
your leaflet: "The Holocaust Controversy: The Case for
Open Debate," in the envelope and drop in the mail.

I do the same thing. I've been meaning to make a note
ofit in these pages for months. One person sending my
leaflet out 10 times a month, for example, is not
particularly spectacular. But 100 or 500 individuals
returning 10 or 20 or more leaflets in post-paid envelopes
every month adds up qUite nicely.
Evelyn E.K.S. Judge. I think you give Deborah
Lipstadt too much valuable pUblicity. One who lies doesn' t
deserve even a bad word. She deserves to be ignored-the
only suitable nonviolent response. Compared to you,
ueborah IS like the spiritual dead. Remember what Jesus
said about them: "Let the dead bury the dead. I have other
work for you to do!" I don't wish to lure you away from the
Holocaust battle, but I don't like seeing your excellent
talent squandered on falsehoods . Ultimately, falsehoods
prove themselves.
----------_._--- - - - - - - - _ . __. - - - - - _ .
THE NEW ADDRESS: This September issue of SR

(remember, there is no August issue) will run our new
postal add1ess, and my new telephone and fax numbers.
Don't worry about losing contact. The Post Office will
forward my mail for 12 months. The USPO did a perfectly
good job with forwarding when I moved from Hollywood
to Visalia eight years ago. The e-mail address for
COOOHWeb will not change, no matter where I move .
,•.

P.o. Box 3267 Visalia CA 93278

NAMES: They' re still the name of the game. If you
know someone you think would be interested in receiving a
free copy of Smith's Report and my essay, "The Holocaust
Controversy; The Case for Open Debate," please send me
his or her name. Every new subscriber is important, even if
it's only one. CLIPPINGS: Please continue to send
relevant press clippings I am unlikely to see in my daily
round. Don't think the other person will do it. He won't do
it. MEA CULPA-AGAIN!: In SR 44 I wrote that I was
almost out of the woods with shipping materials in
exchange for contributions you have sent. That was six
weeks ago. I'm behind again. This month I have the I'mmoving-the-family-and-the-office-to-Mexico-excllse .
Please bear with me a couple more weeks.
A SPECIAL THANKS to those ofvou who have
helped me this last month with especially generous
contributions to get me through this relocation. I could not
have done it without your help. Literally! I could not have
done it. Once I'm in Mexico and have my office set up I
will contact each of you. Thanks again .

-

,
Bradley
[Your contribution helps sustain CODOH and
CODOHWeb and our growing audience, which
stretches from occupied Berlin to occupied East
Jerusalem. I can do it with you, but how can I do it
without you?}

